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Abstract
The neutrino energy spectrum in semileptonic b{hadron decays with identied energetic elec-
trons and muons has been measured. The observed relative energy sharing between the neutrino
and the charged lepton is found to be well described with a W

polarization obtained from a
free b{quark decay model with a (V{A)(V{A) decay structure.
The alternative of a (V+A)(V{A) decay structure is excluded with a signicance of more
than 6 standard deviations. The possibility that hadronic corrections to the b{hadron decay
destroy any W

polarization is disfavored by more than 3 standard deviations.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
1 Introduction
Semileptonic b{quark decays, b! q`, are usually studied with energetic electrons, muons and
charmed hadrons [1]. These decays can also be studied using neutrinos, which can be measured
indirectly from the missing energy associated with the b{quark decay.
After quark masses are adjusted, a good description of the observed charged lepton spectrum
from semileptonic b{hadron decays can be obtained with the free b{quark model [2]. Within
this model the energy spectra and the relative energy sharing between the charged lepton and
the neutrino depend on the structure of the weak charged current, the virtual W

. Assuming
a similarity between the muon decay and the b{quark decay, parity violation eects due to
the (V{A)(V{A) decay structure are predicted for semileptonic b{quark decays. According
to this picture, the energy spectrum of the charged lepton is expected to be slightly harder
than the neutrino energy spectrum. Gronau and Wakaizumi have pointed out that no strong
experimental justication exists which can exclude the possibility of a (V+A)(V{A) b{quark
decay structure [3].
Recently, a measurement of the relative energy sharing between the charged lepton and the
neutrino was proposed as a way to measure the parity violation strength in b{hadron decays
[4]. It was shown that the inclusive charged lepton spectrum can be described by any model,
if the dierent exclusive b{hadron decay modes and the mechanism of the b{hadron formation
at the Z peak are chosen appropriately within the experimental bounds. However, once the
charged lepton spectrum is described, a denite prediction for the neutrino energy spectrum
exists within the given model. Thus, a measurement of the relative energy sharing between the
charged lepton and the neutrino is sensitive to the parity violation in semileptonic b{hadron
decays. In detail it was found that such a measurement should allow a (V{A)(V{A), the
exotic (V+A)(V{A) and the kaon{like V(V{A) decay structures to be distinguished.
A measurement of the neutrino energy spectrum in tagged semileptonic b{hadron decays is
described. The neutrino energy is obtained from the dierence between the beam energy and
the observed jet energy E

 E
beam
  E
jet
. The analysis is restricted to two{jet events as this
expression for the neutrino energy is not valid for hard three{jet events.
2 The L3 Detector and the Hadronic Event Selection
The L3 detector consists of a central tracking chamber, a high resolution electromagnetic
calorimeter composed of BGO crystals, a cylindrical array of scintillation counters, a uranium
and brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire chamber readout, and a precise muon
spectrometer. These subdetectors are installed in a 12 m diameter solenoid which provides a
uniform magnetic eld of 0.5 T along the beam direction. A detailed description of the L3
detector can be found elsewhere [5].
Approximately one million hadronic Z decays, collected during the 1991 and 1992 data
taking periods, were selected using the criteria described in reference 6. For this study only
the events with a center{of{mass energy within 0.5 GeV of the Z mass have been analyzed. To
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ensure that the jets are well measured, the missing energy analysis is restricted to the hermetic
barrel region of the experiment. In detail, the following additional criteria are used:
 The visible energy in each hemisphere, dened with respect to the thrust axis of the event,
has to be larger than 10% of the beam energy. The polar angle, 
H
, of the momentum
vector sum of all calorimeter clusters associated with each hemisphere has to fulll the
condition j cos 
H
j < 0:7. For the hemisphere which is used for the neutrino measurement
the condition j cos 
H
j < 0:65 is required.
 To remove events with three hard isolated jets, it is required that the reconstructed invari-
ant mass per hemisphere is less than 25 GeV and that the energy sum of all calorimeter
clusters with j cos j > 0:74 is smaller than 5 GeV.
 To remove events with hard initial state radiation and remaining background from two{
photon processes, events with a visible energy smaller than 70% of the center{of{mass
energy have to fulll the condition that the missing transverse energy of the event is larger
than 50% of the beam energy or that it is larger than the missing longitudinal energy.
 To remove remaining background from Z decays into 
+

 
(), the number of charged
tracks in the event has to be larger than four and at least three tracks, each with a
transverse momentum with respect to the beam of more than 150 MeV and a distance of
closest approach to the event vertex smaller than 1 mm, are found in one hemisphere.
With these criteria about 350k hadronic events are selected in the data and 611k events in
the Monte Carlo. The fraction of background events from 
+

 
pairs and two{photon events
are found to be negligible.
The hadronic Monte Carlo events are simulated using JETSET [7] and a GEANT based
description of the L3 experiment [8]. Weak decays of c and b{hadrons are simulated such that
the measured inclusive charged lepton spectra and the branching ratios for charm and beauty
decays, [9{11], are found to be reproduced. In detail, a (V+A)(V{A) structure
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is used for
semileptonic charm decays, c!X`, with the exclusive branching ratios D
0
! K(K

)` of 3.8%
(2.4%) for the three{body decays and 0.8% for multibody decays. The exclusive branching
ratios for the corresponding D
+
decays are 9.8% (6.2%) and 2% respectively. For semileptonic
b{hadron decays, a (V{A)(V{A) structure with inclusive branching ratios, b! X`, of 10.45%
for electrons and muons and 2.5% for  's is used. The dierent charm hadrons, X, are simulated
with semileptonic branching ratios for B! D;D

;D

` of 2.0%, 5.3% and 3.0% respectively.
The semileptonic b! u` decays have a branching ratio of 0.15%. Furthermore, weak b{meson
decays into hadronic nal states are generated without polarization and the c and b{baryon
states are assumed to be unpolarized. For this study the energy spectra of the weakly decaying
b{hadrons (B
d
, B
u
, B
s
and 
b
) are simulated with the Peterson function [12] with an average
energy of 72% of the beam energy. As will be shown below, a good agreement between the
observed charged lepton spectra in the data and in the simulation is obtained.
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For the decays D!K` a V(V{A) structure is expected, resulting in a slightly softer neutrino energy
spectrum.
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3 The Jet Energy Measurement
To measure the missing energy associated with jets as accurately as possible, a special method
has been developed to obtain the jet energy. The method uses the fact that electromagnetic
showering particles (photons and electrons) are measured very accurately in the BGO calorime-
ter. The energy of hadronic showering particles is measured with a non{linear energy response,
the e/ ratio, from a combination of the energy deposits in the BGO and hadron calorimeters.
The visible energy of a jet is calculated using the energy deposits from its associated clusters
in the BGO and hadron calorimeters, as well as the measured muon momenta obtained from
the muon system. For this analysis, all clusters found within a geometrical cone of 30

around
the jet axis, starting from the most energetic cluster in the calorimeter, are combined to form
a jet. The event is then divided into two hemispheres using the thrust axis. If more than one
jet is found per hemisphere, pairs of jets are further combined into a single jet if their invariant
mass is smaller than 25 GeV.
The algorithm used to obtain the best jet energy measurement proceeds as follows. The
BGO clusters are separated into electromagnetic and hadronic showers, using the shower shape
in the BGO. On average, an energy of about 10 GeV per hemisphere is found in electromagnetic
showers. In addition, an average energy deposit of about 25 GeV in the BGO and the hadron
calorimeters, is associated with hadronic showering particles. Using jets which contain dierent
amounts of well measured electromagnetic energy, correction factors for the e/ ratio of hadronic
showers are determined from the energy deposits and the requirement that the energy sum per
hemisphere from electromagnetic showers, hadronic showers and muons should be independent
of the fraction of well measured electromagnetic energy.
In order to measure the neutrino energy scale as accurately as possible, the ususal jet energy
calibration method, which uses the beam energy or the center of mass energy as a constraint,
cannot be used. Instead, the Monte Carlo is used to dene the energy scale. It is required that
the average missing energy of jets in Monte Carlo events with semileptonic b{hadron decays
equals the average neutrino energy. Using this condition, the absolute energy scale for the
calorimeters are dened and used for all Monte Carlo jets.
The calibration constants for the absolute energy scale in the data are determined such that
the energy response to high energy jets, which contain essentially no missing energy due to
neutrinos, is equivalent to the high energy Monte Carlo jets. This energy scale is obtained from
a Gaussian t to the jet energy distribution between 40 GeV and 65 GeV, a region which is
largely independent of missing energy due to neutrinos. Using this procedure, a mean jet energy
of 43.96 GeV is obtained for the Monte Carlo events and 43.97 GeV for the data. Separating
the data into the 1991 and 1992 data samples, the mean energy values obtained from the t
are found to be 43.94 GeV (1991), 43.98 GeV (1992).
The jet energy distribution for the Monte Carlo and for the data sample with the tted
curve are shown in Figure 1. The resolution in the data for jet energies between 40 and 60 GeV
is well described by a Gaussian distribution with a sigma of 4.2 GeV. The resolution in the
Monte Carlo is found to be 4.6 GeV, roughly 10% larger than in the data. For lower visible
energies the distributions are not Gaussian because of energetic neutrinos and detector gaps.
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4 The Neutrino Energy Spectrum
Semileptonic b{hadron decays are selected using events with inclusive high momentum electron
or muon candidates which have a measured energy of less than 35 GeV. Electrons are identied
using the electromagnetic shower shape in the BGO calorimeter and requiring a good geomet-
rical matching of a charged track with this electromagnetic cluster. A total of 5366 inclusive
electrons with an energy above 3 GeV and a transverse momentum, p
t
, of more than 1.4 GeV to
the nearest jet is selected. The jet direction is estimated from all associated clusters excluding
the charged lepton. Muons are identied using tracks reconstructed in the muon chambers
which point to the event vertex. A total of 9746 inclusive muons with a momentum above
4 GeV and a p
t
above 1.4 GeV are found.
The observed energy spectra for electrons and muons and their associated neutrinos in
the data and the Monte Carlo are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The corresponding
neutrino energy spectra are obtained from the missing energy of the associated jet, using the
dierence between the beam energy and the jet energy, which includes the charged lepton. The
neutrino energy spectra for the 
e
and 

candidates are shown in Figures 2b and 3b. The
expected Monte Carlo spectra from semileptonic b{hadron decays with a (V{A)(V{A) decay
structure are also shown in Figures 2 and 3. The p and p
t
spectra for the charged leptons
are found to be described by the Monte Carlo. Discrepancies seen for small charged lepton
energies and for negative neutrino energies are due to uncertainties in the eciency to identify
low energy electrons and muons, the background and the dierent jet energy resolution in the
simulation.
The systematic errors are found to be the limiting factor in the interpretation of the mea-
sured neutrino energy spectra. The dominant systematic error contributions arise from the
uncertainties in the jet energy calibration, the background from misidentied leptons and from
the uncertainties in the Monte Carlo description of the charged lepton spectra.
The quality of the calibration for dierent quark avors, has been studied using subsamples
of events which are enriched in either light quark{avor (u, d, s and c) or in b{avor primary
quarks. These subsamples are selected using the impact parameter distribution of charged
tracks, high{energy hadrons or energetic leptons:
 Sample Ia is selected with the requirement that a high x(= E
i
=E
beam
) particle i is found
in at least one hemisphere. It is required that either a high momentum track with a
momentum above 60% of the beam energy and an associated calorimeter cluster of more
than 50% of the beam energy, or that an energetic 
0
candidate with an energy above
50% of the beam energy is found in one hemisphere. With the additional requirement
that no electron or muon candidates are found in these events, the remaining b{fraction
is determined to be 7%. The reconstructed jet energy distribution in the hemisphere
opposite to the one which contains the high x particle denes this light quark{avor
enriched event sample.
 Sample Ib is obtained from events, which have a negative reconstructed decay distance
between the two hemispheres. The decay distance is calculated per hemisphere using the
average decay length of high p
t
tracks. With the requirement that no electron or muon
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candidate is found in the event, the fraction of b{avor events in this light quark{avor
sample is estimated to be 8%.
 Sample IIa is selected with the requirement that the estimated decay distance between
the two hemispheres is larger than 3.5 mm; the fraction of bb events is determined to be
about 61%.
 Sample IIb has a bb fraction of 80% and is obtained from the events which contain an
energetic electron or muon candidate, selected with the criteria described above, in one
jet. The reconstructed energy distribution in the jet opposite to the one containing the
charged lepton is used for the comparison between the data and the Monte Carlo.
The observed mean energy and r.m.s. () per jet, obtained from a Gaussian t between 40 GeV
and 65 GeV, for these b{avor depleted and enriched event samples in the data and in the Monte
Carlo are given in Table 1.
Data Monte Carlo
Event Sample < E
jet
> [GeV] [GeV] < E
jet
> [GeV] [GeV] b{fraction
Ia 44.46  0.03 4.1 44.49  0.03 4.5 7%
Ib 44.19  0.01 4.1 44.23  0.01 4.5 8%
IIa 43.65  0.03 4.2 43.49  0.02 4.6 61%
IIb 43.31  0.05 4.3 43.18  0.04 4.7 80%
Table 1: The mean jet energies with their statistical errors and the r.m.s. obtained from
Gaussian ts between 40 and 65 GeV to the visible energy spectrum per hemisphere. Event
samples Ia and Ib are light quark{avor enriched and IIa and IIb are b{avor enriched.
The overall distributions of the visible energy per hemisphere for the dierent avor de-
pendent selections are found to be well described by the Monte Carlo simulation. For visible
energies below 30 GeV, the non{Gaussian tails in the light quark{avor samples are about 10%
larger in the data than in the simulation. The resolutions obtained from Gaussian ts between
40 and 65 GeV for the four subsamples are between 4.1 GeV and 4.3 GeV for the data and
between 4.5 GeV and 4.7 GeV for the Monte Carlo.
The mean energy values obtained from the ts to the light quark{avor enriched event
samples in the data are 30 to 40 MeV lower than the ones from the Monte Carlo. The mean
energy values for the b{enriched sample IIa in the data shows a 16040 MeV higher value than in
the Monte Carlo. For sample IIb, which has a higher b{purity, the discrepancy between the data
and the Monte Carlo is found to be 13060 MeV. Uncertainties in the charm energy spectra
from hadronic b{decays and the simulation of the neutrino energy spectra from semileptonic
cascade charm decays have been studied as a possible origin of the observed dierence between
the data and the Monte Carlo. These uncertainties might explain up to 100 MeV of the observed
dierence for the mean energy value in the data and the Monte Carlo simulation for the b{
avor enriched event samples. As the reason for the dierence between the data and the Monte
Carlo is not well understood, a discrepancy of 150 MeV between the data and the Monte Carlo
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from the b{avor enriched samples is used as an estimate for the systematic error of the energy
calibration.
The predicted charged lepton and neutrino energy spectra are correlated with the purity of
the tagged semileptonic b{decay candidates. These depend on the semileptonic branching ratio
of b{hadrons and on background contributions. According to the Monte Carlo, the electron
sample consists of 75% identied b!Xe
e
decays; 5% of the leptons originate from semileptonic
cascade charm decays b!c!Xe
e
; 5% are background from bb events and 15% from charm
and light quark{avor events. The corresponding numbers for the inclusive muon sample are
64% identied b!X

decays, 9% b!c!X

decays, 5% background in bb events and 22%
background from charm and light quark{avor events.
From a variation of the assumed semileptonic b{ and c{branching ratios in the Monte Carlo
according to the errors given in [9], the total relative uncertainty for the purity of identied
semileptonic b{hadron decays is determined to be less than 5%. This corresponds to an
estimated semileptonic b{hadron fraction for the electron sample of 754% and for the muon
sample of 643%. A change of the assumed purity from 75% to 79% would increase the
predicted average neutrino energy by 150 MeV and would decrease the average electron energy
by 30 MeV. For the muons, a variation of the purity from 64% to 67% would increase the average
predicted neutrino energy by 120 MeV and increases the average muon energy by 50 MeV. The
estimated background contributions have also been studied using independent subsamples of
charged lepton candidates which are found in the light avor and b{avor enriched lifetime
event samples Ia and IIa. As a result one nds, with small statistical signicance, that the
estimated backgrounds from the Monte Carlo are too low in the electron sample and too high
in the muon sample. A correction for these eects would change the estimated purities of
identied semileptonic b{hadron decays by less than 2% relative.
The sensitivity of the average neutrino energy to the purity of the identied semileptonic
decays has been studied using the subsample of semileptonic b{decay candidate events which
are found in the lifetime tagged bb{sample IIa. This leads to a subsample of 1420 inclusive
electron candidates and 2409 muon candidates. The purity for semileptonic b{hadron decays
increases to 87% for the inclusive electron sample and to 76% for the inclusive muon sample.
The predicted increase in the average neutrino energy for these subsamples of about 650 MeV
with respect to the overall samples, is reproduced within 30230 MeV for the electron tagged
events and 260180 MeV for the muon tagged events, where the errors are statistical only. As
the relative energy sharing between the charged lepton and the neutrino is used to determine
the underlying structure of the W

polarization, the agreement between the charged lepton
spectra in the data and the Monte Carlo is important. The b{hadron energy spectrum in the
simulation has been simulated such that both the electron and the muon spectra are described
simultaneously. The obtained agreement is not perfect as the average energy for detected
electron candidates in the data is 100110 MeV lower than the corresponding one from the
Monte Carlo; for the muon candidates the average energy in the data is 20070 MeV higher
than the one in the Monte Carlo. The uncertainties in the prediction from the background
corresponding to a change of about 50 MeV have already been taken into account. As the
agreement for the average charged lepton energy is not perfect, an additional systematic error
of 100 MeV due to momentum dependent eciency uncertainties, is assumed for both the
prediction of the average energy of the charged leptons and the neutrinos.
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Adding the dierent error contributions in quadrature, the total systematic error on the
average energy is 235 MeV for the 
e
candidates and 215 MeV for the 

candidates. The
individual contributions to the error are shown in Table 2.
Error Source E(e

) [MeV] E(
e
) [MeV] E(

) [MeV] E(

) [MeV]
Jet Energy Calibration { 150 { 150
Purity of b! X` 5% 30 150 50 120
`

Energy Uncertainty 100 100 100 100
Combined Error 105 235 110 215
Table 2: The dominant contributions to the systematic error for the average charged lepton
and neutrino energy measurement.
5 The Structure of the Weak Charged Current
Once the charged lepton spectra are described by a given model, the neutrino energy spectra
are predicted. Therefore, a relative energy measurement of both the charged lepton and the
neutrino allows the parity violation strength in semileptonic b{hadron decays to be determined.
This can be done from a comparison of the average neutrino energy and the neutrino energy
spectra in the data with dierent model predictions.
The accuracy in the measurement of the average neutrino energy mainly allows us the
extreme assumptions of the free quark spectator model with a (V{A)(V{A) or an exotic
(V+A)(V{A) decay structure possibility to be distinguished. The neutrino energy spectra
for the (V+A)(V{A) case have been obtained from a 4{vector Monte Carlo (V+A)(V{A)
simulation. This technique has been tuned by comparing a 4{vector (V{A)(V{A) structure
with the fully simulated events. The constraint that the average charged lepton energy remains
constant is obtained with a harder b{fragmentation function, which increases the average b{
hadron energy by about 7%. Using this procedure and correcting for background, the predicted
average neutrino energies were found to be 90070 MeV larger for 
e
and 77060 MeV larger
for 

in the (V+A)(V{A) simulation when compared to the (V{A)(V{A) case.
The average energies for the charged leptons and the neutrinos in the data and the dierence
between the data and the Monte Carlo with a (V{A)(V{A) and a (V+A)(V{A) b{decay
structure are given in Table 3. The measured average neutrino energy is found to be in good
agreement with the (V{A)(V{A) model and disagrees with the (V+A)(V{A) model. Using
the dierence between the observed and predicted average neutrino energy, the (V+A)(V{
A) decay structure can be excluded with a signicance of 3.8 standard deviations from the
b! Xe
e
candidates and with 2.5 standard deviations from the b! X

candidates. Using
alternatively the dierence between the average energies of the charged lepton and the neutrino,
the (V+A)(V{A) structure can be excluded with a signicance of about 3 standard deviations
for each event sample. For a model with a kaon{like b{hadron decay structure with unpolarized
virtual W

's the predicted average neutrino energy would be roughly 400 MeV larger than in
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the (V{A)(V{A) model. This possibility is disfavored by the data and can be excluded by
more than 2 standard deviations if the two neutrino measurements are combined.
Data [GeV] (< E
`
>
Data
{ < E
`
>
MC
) [MeV]
type particle < E
`
> (V{A)(V{A) model (V+A)(V{A) model
b!Xe
e
electrons 12.12 {100  110  105 {100  110  105
b!Xe
e
neutrinos 6.44 {120  120  235 {1020  120  235
b! X

muons 12.11 200  70  110 200  70  110
b! X

neutrinos 6.08 180  85  215 {590  85  215
Table 3: The measured average lepton energies < E
`
> in the data and the dierence between
the data and the Monte Carlo for a (V{A)(V{A) and a (V+A)(V{A) b{decay model. The
rst error is the statistical error for the average energy values estimated from the r.m.s. of
the distributions; the second error is the combined systematic error. The dierence between
average energies of the charged leptons in the (V+A)(V{A) and the (V{A)(V{A) model is
constrained to be zero using a harder b{hadron fragmentation function for the (V+A)(V{A)
model.
In Figures 4a and b, the energy spectra of the 
e
and 

candidates are compared with
(V+A)(V{A) and (V{A)(V{A) simulations, using a Gaussian sigma of 4.2 GeV. A good
description of the data is obtained for the (V{A)(V{A) structure, while the (V+A)(V{A)
simulation shows a harder energy spectrum. To obtain a quantitative result from the spectrum,
the numbers of observed neutrino events in four dierent energy regions have been compared
with dierent model predictions. Large energy intervals were used to reduce the sensitivity to
the systematic uncertainties in the accuracy of the neutrino energy measurement. The observed
number of neutrino events per interval in the data and the dierence between the number of
data events and the ones expected by the dierent models are given in Table 4. The systematic
errors have been obtained from a variation of the accuracy of the neutrino energy measurement,
the accuracy was simulated with a Gaussian sigma of 4.20.2 GeV; the relative purity error
of 5% and a possible energy scale shift between the data and the models of 200 MeV. The
largest dierences between the (V{A)(V{A), (V+A)(V{A) and the unpolarized V(V{A)
b{decay models are seen for the number of predicted high energy neutrinos. For low energies, the
systematic errors due to the resolution of the measurement and the background contributions
limit the possibility to discriminate between the models.
Taking only the number of observed events with neutrino energies above 16 GeV, the data
are found to be in agreement with the (V{A)(V{A) b{decay model and disagree with a
signicance of 5.7 and 3.7 standard deviations from the (V+A)(V{A) model for the b! Xe
e
and b! X

candidates respectively. The obtained accuracy of this inclusive W

polarization
measurement is more signicant than measurements of the parity violation strength in exclusive
B
u;d
! D

` decays [13]. Using the energy correlations between the charged lepton and the
D

meson, the CLEO collaboration has excluded a possible (V+A)(V{A) b{decay structure
with a signicance of about 4 standard deviations.
The possibility of a b{decay model with a kaon{like V(V{A) decay structure can be
excluded by more than 3.5 standard deviations from the number of high energy neutrino events
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for the b! Xe
e
candidates. The neutrino energy spectrum from the b! X

candidates is
found to be equally consistent with the (V{A)(V{A) and the V(V{A) case.
N
Data
{ N
MC
{energy range [GeV] N
Data
(V{A)(V{A) (V+A)(V{A) V(V{A)
b! Xe
e
candidates
< 0.0 960 {27  39  47 83  39  42 42  39  44
0.0{6.0 1782 11  53  101 97  53  96 39  53  99
6.0{16.0 2106 58  58  107 60  58  107 60  58  107
> 16.0 518 {42  29  21 {241  31  28 {140  30  24
b! X

candidates
< 0.0 1897 {76  55  119 37  55  112 {16  55  116
0.0{6.0 3245 {132  71  78 65  71  73 {54  71  76
6.0{16.0 3694 119  75  79 152  75  78 132  75  78
> 16.0 904 85  37  46 {258  39  65 {67  38  54
Table 4: The observed number of events for dierent neutrino energy regions in the data and
the dierence between the data and the dierent models. The errors given for the dierence
include the estimated statistical and systematic errors due to background, energy scale and the
assumed accuracy of the neutrino measurement.
We have also investigated if the measurement can be used to distinguish between the free
quark model and exclusive b{decay models [14]. For these exclusive b{decay models the W

polarization also depends on the spin of the produced hadron state. For example, the exclusive
decays B
u;d;s
! D
u;d;s
` are simulated with a V(V{A) structure and show no polarization,
while the majority of the other states are simulated with the (V{A)(V{A) structure. The
combination of the dierent decay modes was found to give essentially the same lepton spectra
with at most a 50 MeV harder neutrino energy spectra when compared to the one obtained
from the free quark model. Unfortunately, this dierence is smaller than the accuracy of the
measurement. The possibility that the expected large b{quark polarization is transfered to
the b{baryon states
2
results in a small uncertainty for the predicted neutrino energy spectrum.
Assuming that the b-quark polarization is completely transfered to the b{baryons, the predicted
average neutrino energy would decrease by at most 80 MeV. Again, the dierence is smaller
than the accuracy of the measurement.
2
Because of the long lifetime of b{hadrons, any possible primary b{quark polarization is lost for the spin 0
B
u;d;s
mesons.
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6 Conclusions
The inclusive neutrino energy spectrum in semileptonic b{hadron decays has been measured
from the missing energy of jets which contain energetic high p
t
electron or muon candidates.
The neutrino energy is measured with a resolution of about 4.2 GeV and an absolute energy
scale accuracy of better than 150 MeV. Including the uncertainties due to the purity and the
charged lepton spectra, the average neutrino energy is measured with a precision of 235 MeV
in the electron and 215 MeV in the muon tagged b{hadron decays.
The observed number of neutrino candidates with energies above 16 GeV excludes b{hadron
decay models with a (V+A)(V{A) structure by more than 6 standard deviations and excludes
the possibility that hadronic corrections to semileptonic b{hadron decays destroy any polar-
ization of the virtual W

by more than 3 standard deviations. In contrast to these exotic
possibilities, the measured inclusive neutrino energy spectra are found to be in good agreement
with the virtual W

polarization expected from a (V{A)(V{A) b{hadron decay structure.
For lower neutrino energies the systematic errors are found to be too large to draw denite
conclusions. Nevertheless, using only the measurement of the average neutrino energy, models
with a (V{A)(V{A) b{decay structure are found to be in good agreement with the data,
while the much larger average neutrino energy expected from a (V+A)(V{A) b{hadron decay
model can be excluded by about 4.5 standard deviations.
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Figure 1: Visible energy per jet in the data and the Monte Carlo. The resulting curve from a
Gaussian t with a sigma of 4.2 GeV between 40 GeV and 65 GeV for the data is also shown;
the sigma for the Monte Carlo is found to be 4.6 GeV. The expected jet energy distribution
from semileptonic b{hadron decays is also shown.
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Figure 2: The energy spectrum of b!Xe candidates for (a) electrons and (b) neutrinos in
the data and the (V{A)(V{A) Monte Carlo. The estimated contribution from semileptonic
b{hadron decays (b!Xe) are also shown.
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Figure 3: The energy spectrum of b!X candidates for (a) muons and (b) neutrinos in
the data and the (V{A)(V{A) Monte Carlo. The estimated contribution from semileptonic
b{hadron decays (b!X) are also shown.
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Figure 4: The missing energy spectrum of b!X` candidates in the data and in the Monte Carlo
with a (V+A)(V{A) and a (V{A)(V{A) b{hadron decay structure, (a) is for 
e
candidates
and (b) for 

candidates. The systematic uncertainties due the  energy resolution and the
background are not included.
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